
Mrs. Claus has been diligently working on a special quilt for Santa,        

brimming with love and treasured memories. However, as she neared the  

final stitches, she made an astonishing discovery—someone had used her 

cherished fabric scissors on... PAPER! 

The prime suspects? Five inquisitive elves who had been engrossed in their 

own crafting endeavors near Mrs. Claus's workspace. Now, the task falls  

upon you to unravel the mystery of which mischievous elf wielded her    

scissors! 

As you follow the trail of clues, we have a delightful surprise in store for 

you! At each of the eight quilt shops on the hop you will receive clues and 

complimentary quilt block row pattern to incorporate into Santa's new quilt. 

Get ready for a shop hop that promises loads of fun! 



New Kits 

Green Fields Quilt 

Make this easy twin size quilt with     

Wilmington Prints’ Green Fields  

fabric line! 61 by 81 inches 

Winter Rendezvous Throw 

Make this fun flannel quilt       

utilizing the Winter Rendezvous 

panel and coordinating fabrics!  

A quick and easy project for     

beginners and expects alike! 

60 x 70 inches  



Garden Gate Roosters 

Enjoy this new placemat panel and coordinates from 

Wilmington Prints! Follow the easy instructions for 

placemats or try a tote bag or table runner! 

Daydream Garden 

Also from Wilmington Prints, Daydream Garden is a lush rose print with 

matching Dry Brush in new colors perfect for mixing! 



Hexies  

New Banyan Batiks in bright colors! 

Use these together or apart for great blenders! 

Chef’s Table 

Use this bright novelty print from Robert Kaufman in 

aprons, microwave bowls, and other kitchen décor! 



Our Minky has been restocked! Check our new winter prints,  

Hoffman Cardinals and Winter Blooms! 

Over the Moon 

New flannels from Robert Kaufman!  

Use these soft prints in your next baby quilt! 



Chalk and Charcoal is a new tonal we are sampling from Robert Kaufman. 

We chose some sage greens to try. Let us know if you like them! 

New nature prints from Stonehenge and Northcott. 

Use these fabrics as blenders or highlight them in the Bigfoot pattern! 



Upcoming Events 


